
Essential Questions  
to Ask Before Starting  
a Website Redesign

Company Details

Products and Services

 What does our company do

 What’s our company's story?

 What’s our favorite thing about this business

 What’s our promise

 Do we want to share that we’re family-run or minority-run, if applicable

 Is or should anyone be "the face" of our company

 What are our core values, and what do they mean to us

 How long have we been in the market

 What are the biggest challenges facing our industry at the moment

 Who are our top competitors

 Why should people choose us over competitors, outside of being “friendly” and “likable”?

Remember, not all questions are applicable to all businesses. 
For example, some below only apply to ecommerce

 What are all the services/products we offer?

 How are they categorized, if applicable

 What are the benefits and features of each

 What subscriptions or package plans do we have to account for, if applicable

 What are our most profitable products?

 What are our most popular products

 Do we have a product we want to push the most

 Where do we offer services or sell products? 



 In what ways does locality affect selling points or customers

 Should we mention where we source products or how we create them?

 If so, what sourcing details are important to customers and according to the law

 What changes seasonally, if anything

 Which seasonal changes are important to customers and our use of the site

 Do we offer customizable orders, and if so, what do customers need to know  
about customization

 If we offer customization, what features does the website need to account for, and how do 
we handle those orders

 In our industry, what do customers want or need to know before purchasing

 Do we have care instructions or use guides for our products, or should we have them

 What excites our customers (any details they love or things they compliment)

 What makes our customer service stand out

 How do we ensure quality products or services

 How do we handle product shipping and ensure products arrive in great condition

 What are all of our shipping options?

 What are our return policies

 Do we have any other policies or programs worth noting?

Target Audience

 Who is our perfect audience? If targeting multiple segments, list each

 Do we have buyer personas to provide?

 If not, what are the demographics and characteristics we know

 What are their goals and motivations

 What is the exact problem they're facing that we solve

 How aware are they of the problem we solve

 How aware are they of the solution we offer

 What industry jargon should we and should we not use

 What are their common hesitations to purchase

 How do they usually find our current website

 How do they usually engage with our business?

 How do we want them to engage with us

 Would setting up conversion funnels for each persona be valuable

 Are we bringing in leads we don't want, and what makes them undesirable leads?

https://boldist.co/ecommerce-shipping/shipping-options/


Current Website Evaluation

Redesign Purpose and Goals

 Where is our current website hosted

 Where is our DNS hosted

 Why is the current website built the way it is

 When was the last time we audited the site

 What needs or business goals do we have that aren't met by the current version

 Is the current website a good representation of our business? Why or why not

 What else do we think is working and not working for our current website

 What aspects of our website do we absolutely want to keep, remove, or change

 How do users currently navigate and interact with the website

 Are there any areas of the website where users have difficulty

 How long do people typically spend on our website

 How many pages are on our site?

 How many of those pages are indexed

 Do our pages have a healthy load speed

 What pages do users stay on the longest

 Which site pages, if any, rank highest

 Which pages see the most traffic

 What percentage of site traffic comes from site referrals, organic searches, and other 
sources (like social media and email)

 What percentage of site traffic is on mobile, desktop, and tablet

 What is the average amount of sales our website makes each month

 What is our average order value on the website

 What marketing automation software do we use (if any), and do we like them

 Are we currently meeting web accessibility standards?

 What is the general purpose of our website

 What is the #1 thing we want people to do when they visit our website

 What other sub-goals do we want to achieve with the website

 Do we have a vision for the future of our business and website, and if so, what is it

 Why are we looking to redesign our website? 

https://boldist.co/usability/accessible-design-for-users-with-disabilities/


 How could the website improve to make our internal processes easier

 What metrics do we want to use to measure the redesign's success?

Functionality 

 Is there a platform we definitely want to use for the new site

 Do we know all the features we want, or do we need help deciding?

 Do we have any localization or multilingual requirements, and if so, what are they

 What are all the user roles we need to account for (customer, employee, etc.)

 Do we want customers to have a login to our website

 Do we want to allow social login

 Do we want to allow guest checkout

 Do we want to give any input on how the website handles user authentication? If so, what

 Do we need different access or permissions levels

 Do we need membership features

 Do we want to give any input on how the website handles user profile preferences?  
If so, what

 Do we want to give any input on when and how the website handles user notifications?  
If so, what

 Do we need an ecommerce shopping cart system

 If we currently use a shopping cart system, do we need an upgrade

 Do we want customers to have the option to post product reviews

 Do we want to give any input on how the website handles newsletter signups or 
subscriptions? If so, what

 How do we want to manage user-submitted information (email, database, etc.)

 If we require a database, what functionality do we want it to have

 Do we want the website to include site search functionality, and do we have any input we 
want to give here? If so, what

 Do we want the website to include an events calendar

 Are we open to personalization so that content is targeted to each visitor?

 102. Do we want to give any input on how the site handles user-generated content? If so, 
what

 103. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles user content verification or 
flagging? If so, what

 Do we want to give any input on how the website handles user comments? If so, what?

https://boldist.co/usability/social-login/
https://boldist.co/technology/guest-checkout-for-ecommerce/
https://boldist.co/marketing-strategy/too-much-data-personalization/


105. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles content sharing with third    
        parties, like social platforms? If so, what?


106. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles internal company notifications?  
        If so, what?


107. Which features are necessary versus nice to have?

108. What forms do we need, and what’s the purpose of each?


109. What fields do we want to include on each?


110. What form field information is necessary versus nice to have?


111. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles forms (like auto-save or autofill)?  
      If so, what?

112. What third-party applications do we know we want to integrate, if any?


113. How important is integrating each of these?


114. Do we have preferred payment gateways?


115. Do we know if we need an inventory or stock management integration? 

116. Do we know if we need an email marketing platform integration?


117. Do we know if we need a customer relationship management (CRM) integration?


118. Do we know if we need a  live chat or chatbot?


119. Do we know if we need a customer survey tool?


120. Do we know if we need a customer reviews or ratings integration?


121. Do we know if we need a customer loyalty or rewards program integration?


122. Do we know if we need an event registration or booking integration?


123. Do we know if we need any learning management tools integrations?


124. Do we know if we need any webinar or online course integrations?


125. Do we know if we need a support ticketing integration?


126. Do we know if we need any integrations for HR or recruitment?


127. Do we know if we need any project management or collaboration tool integrations?


128. Do we know if we need a fundraising or donation platform integration?


129. Do we know if we need a document signing or contract management integration?

Forms and Data Collection

Integrations 



130. When was the last time we went through a rebranding? 


131. How and why did we evolve then?


132. How do we describe our brand now?


133. Do we have a brand book to provide and know where to access it?


134. Are there any characteristics or personality traits we want to portray? 


135. How about ones we definitely don't want to portray?


136. What are the feelings we want to invoke?


137. Do we know the HEX or RGB values for our company colors?


138. Do we have any other materials that need to match the website (like brochures)?

139. Do we know what pages we need on the new website, or do we want help deciding?


140. Do we plan to reuse our current website content, rewrite it, or a combination? 


141. If rewriting it, do we have the time and expertise to do it in-house, or do we need  
      copywriting services as well?


142. Who will be responsible for it if we do it ourselves, and when can we finish it by?


143. Does our legal team need to create the privacy policy for our website?


144. Who will be responsible for uploading and formatting our website content?


145. Do we want SEO optimization beyond the development scope?


146. Have we done keyword research or have keywords we want to use?


147. If so, what are our top-performing keywords currently?


148. If not, what searches do we think people would use to find our services or products?


149. Do we need a content management system (CMS)?


150. Do we need help selecting the best CMS for our needs?


151. What do we like and dislike about our current CMS, if applicable?


152. Do we need a CMS that can run multiple websites?


153. Do we need a content inventory or audit?


154. What’s our plan for transitioning our earned links, and do we need help with it?


155. Does our website need a blog, news section, or forum?


156. Do we have a content strategy or need to plan one?


157. What types of content do we publish or want to publish on the new website?

Branding

Content and SEO



158. How frequently do we want to update our content?


159. Do we need help with our content marketing?


160. Do any of our current blog posts have information or calls to action that need to update  
        with the new website?


161. Does any of our content need to be password-protected, and if so, which content?


162. Is any of our content gated behind a form, and if so, which content?

Design

163. Do we have an existing design system?


164. What unique considerations do we have for users on mobile or tablet?


165. Generally, what types of things do we like experiencing on other websites? 


166. Generally, what types of things do we hate experiencing on other websites?


167. What are three competitor websites we specifically like and why?


168. What information, pages, or features must always be visible to users on our website? 


169. Will we want any custom illustrations?


170. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles the privacy policy and terms of  
       service pages? (Some industries need these to be more prevalent and prominent.) If so,  
       what?


171. What contact information do we want to include, if any?


172. Do we want to include team or staff profiles?


173. If so, what information do we want to include for each person, and when can we get it by?


174. Do we have customer support resources and any input on how they’re displayed?  
       If so, what?


175. Do we have any job listings to include or any input on how they’re displayed? If so, what?


176. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles pricing information or product  
       and service details? If so, what?


177. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles customer testimonials or  
       reviews? If so, what?


178. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles product ratings? If so, what?


179. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles recommended content or  
       products? If so, what?


180. Do we want to give any input on how the website handles confirmation or error messages?  
        If so, what?

https://boldist.co/usability/user-friendly-error-messages/


Assets

Technical and Security Considerations

181. Do we have a logo we plan to use, or will one need to be created?


182. Do we have a list of all testimonials we can display on the website or know when we can get 
        it by?


183. Do we have a list of all client logos or partner affiliations we want to display on the website  
        (if applicable) or know when we can get it by?


184. Do we have a list of all case studies, success stories, or proof points we want to display on  
        the website?


185. If we need to write new case studies, when can we complete them by?


186. If we need to outsource writing them, when can we provide the information to include in  
        them by?


187. Do we have a list of all certifications, accreditations, and awards we want to display on the  
       website (if applicable) or know when we can get it by?


188. Do we have a list of all press coverage we want to display on the website (if applicable) or  
        know when we can get it by?


189. Do we plan to reuse any photo or video content from our website?


190. How many images, videos, or audio files will we need to create or outsource finding/ 
        creating?


191. Do we know if we prefer using a video hosting service or embedding from Vimeo or  
       YouTube?


192. Do we have a list of all other media (like PDFs or ebooks) that need to be accounted for  
        or created?

193. Do we have full access to our website and login information we can provide?


194. Does our current web host meet all of our needs (space, bandwidth, etc.)?


195. How much traffic do we experience now?


196. How much traffic are we anticipating?


197. Are there traffic-spike potentials at certain times?


198. Do we plan to change domains for any reason, and if so, do we want help selecting a good  
       domain?


199. Do we have or need an SSL certificate?


200. Do we collect sensitive user data like SSNs, medical data, or credit card data that we need  
         to account for?


201. What legal or compliance requirements do we need to consider?



Analytics and Marketing

202. What analytics tools are we using?


203. How are we doing at tracking website conversions?


204. What metric(s) do we currently use to measure our blog’s success?


205. What metric(s) do we currently use to measure our website’s success?


206. What marketing channels are we using to reach our audience?


207. How many leads do we generate each month?


208. What tools do we use to track lead generation?


209. What are our lead scoring criteria, if any?


210. Should we start using a CRM to store sales and customer information?


211. If we already use a CRM, what does the process look like, can it improve, and how does it  
       influence our website needs?


212. How do we plan to market the website when it launches?


213. Do we plan on using ads to drive traffic (search, native, display)?


214. If we send email marketing communications, how should this influence our website and | 
       how we use it? 


215. If we use SMS marketing, how should this influence our website and how we use it? 


216. What types of emails and/or SMS do we send, and can we pull examples of each?


217. Do we want certain actions on our website to trigger automated emails?


218. What sorts of analytics reports do we want to be able to review on a monthly, quarterly, and  
        yearly basis?


219. Are we interested in performing A/B tests to increase clickthrough rates post-launch?

Project Management

220. Who will be involved in this project, and what are their roles?


221. Who will review, provide feedback, and approve the website design?


222. Do we have a preferred system or communication method for providing feedback on  
         wireframes, designs, and staging?


223. Do we have preferences for how involved we want to be and how often we want updates?


224. What are our preferred contact methods for updates, questions, and meetings?


225. What are all the blockers or setbacks we could foresee on our end?


226. Do we have any concerns we foresee to talk through with our web designer?



Timeline and Budget

227. When do we want to start work on the new website?


228. When do we want to launch the new website?


229. Can this be a singular launch, or should we launch in phases?


230. If a phased launch, what milestones do we want to meet?


231. If a phased launch, what’s the time frame for total project completion?


232. What's our budget for this project?


233. What's our yearly budget for site improvements?


234. Do we want to budget for user testing during design and development?

235. Who will manage the website after launch?


236. Will we need training on how to make website updates and publish content?


237. Will we need to outsource website maintenance, or can we handle that internally?

Training and Support 


